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The search facilities  2. 

Access the SOEP by topics or by the questionnaires  3. 

It gives you an overview
of the file structure:

The available main actions are:

Searching for Variables, including 
word search over labels, access to
the topics and the questionnaires

Description of basic numbers
about sample sizes and 
file structure.

Online Help System

Query variables and files by names ...

You can choose different search modes:

Review the results and selectively add them
to the basket:

... or by word search:

... currently the SOEP consists
of more than 240 data files 
with more than 30,000 variables.

SOEPinfo output  3. 
Frequencies of all variables: 

The item correspondence
for all variables:

Create the code for use with statistical (STATA, SPSS, SAS)
programs to create your personal data file for further analysis:

What does SOEPinfo do ? 
SOEPinfo is an online program that allows you to 
obtain information about the variables in the SOEP 
data set.
SOEPinfo answers the questions: 
➔What variables are present, in which files, and for which years?
➔What are all the variables in any given data file?
➔What variables are available on the topic "X"?
➔I know what a variable is called in one year, but what is it called in 

all other years?
➔Is the information that I want available at the person, household, or 

spell level?
➔Have the coding of the variables changed over time?
➔What are the frequencies of variables of interest to me?
➔What does an STATA, SPSS or SAS retrieval look like for the 

variables of interest to me?
➔Do I have enough observations to carry out my project?

#delimit;
/* ------------------------------------------------------------ */; 
 
/*  This command file was generated by SOEPINFO-WWW             */;
/*  from the SOEP HOMEPAGE: http://www.diw-berlin.de/soep.      */;
/*                                                              */;
/*      !!! I M P O R T A N T  -  W A R N I N G !!!             */;
/*  You alone are responsible for contents and appropriate      */;
/*  usage by accepting the usage agreement.                     */;
/* ------------------------------------------------------------ */;
/*  To copy this command file to your own harddisk:             */;
/*  Use your mouse or (CNTL-A) to select this text, then "copy" */;
/*  (CNTL-C) then in your windows application, or in a text     */;
/*  editor, "paste" (CNTL-V).                                   */;
/* ------------------------------------------------------------ */;
/*                                                              */;
/*  Please report any errors of the STATA code generated here   */;
/*  to Jan Goebel <jgoebel@diw.de>                              */;
/* ------------------------------------------------------------ */;
/*                                                              */;

/* -----   Here you can customize the paths and options:   ----- 
*/;
global MY_IN_PATH   "/home/soepuser/soep/";
global MY_OUT_PATH  "/tmp/";
global MY_TEMP_PATH "/tmp/";
global MY_OUT_FILE  ${MY_OUT_PATH}new.dta;
global MY_LOG_FILE  ${MY_OUT_PATH}new.log;
log using ${MY_LOG_FILE}, text replace;
set more off;

/* ----------------[ automatically pull PPFAD ]----------------- 
*/;
use    hhnr    persnr  sex     gebjahr psample 
       rhhnr   shhnr   
       rnetto  snetto
using  ${MY_IN_PATH}ppfad.dta;
/* --------------[ balanced / unbalanced design ]--------------- 
*/;
keep if ( (rnetto >= 1) | (snetto >= 1) );

sort hhnr persnr;
save ${MY_TEMP_PATH}ppfad.dta, replace;
clear;
/* -----------------[ automatically pull PHRF ]----------------- 
*/;
use    hhnr    persnr  prgroup 
       rphrf   sphrf   
       spbleib
using  ${MY_IN_PATH}phrf.dta;

sort  hhnr persnr;
save  ${MY_TEMP_PATH}phrf.dta, replace;

Put all Variables of this item correspondence into the basket.

Put only this Variable
into the basket.

Wage salary


